Your Partner in Quality Care

There is no greater honor than for us to earn the respect of our colleagues and the trust of the families whose loved ones are in our care. That is why we are proud of the fact that healthcare professionals throughout Michigan routinely refer residents to Kresge for short-term medical, nursing and rehabilitation needs. We are partners in care because we share the same goals – to provide the most personalized and effective care possible. Because choosing the right rehabilitation center can be as important to a resident’s well-being as prescribing the right medication or determining the best course of treatment, it is important to be confident in your decision. You can trust that Kresge will provide its residents the excellent care they deserve.

Kresge accepts a wide variety of insurance plans so that residents can receive the care they need.

Chelsea Retirement Community is committed to improving and enriching the lives of seniors, following the faith-based mission and guiding beliefs of UMRC. To achieve this, we focus on the diverse needs of each resident we serve, by providing a continuum of high quality programs and services specific to the individual, while embracing an approach that builds and nurtures relationships.

Call 734-475-7310 Today!

“Despite our fondness of our residents, our goal is to spend as little time as possible with them. That’s because we define success by getting people back on their feet and back in their homes as quickly as possible. By working toward this common objective, our team is able to deliver the best, most advanced care while attending to the individual needs of each person.”

— Dr. Musolf
Medical Director
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Kresge has an excellent reputation in the community. Every member of the staff at Kresge was like a guardian angel—helping and encouraging me through the entire recovery process.

— Frank B. | Resident

**Services**

Kresge provides extensive inpatient care and a focused therapy program—all individualized to meet each person’s needs.

- Ambulance Services
- Bariatric
- Dental
- Hemodialysis (Off Site)
- Occupational Therapy
- Orthopedic and Stroke Rehabilitation
- Physical Therapy
- Podiatry
- Radiology & Laboratory Services
- Skilled Nursing
- Speech Pathology
- Sub-Acute Program
- Tracheostomy Management
- Tube Feed Management
- Wound Care

**Amenities**

We offer a number of amenities to make residents comfortable while on the road to recovery.

- A Comfortable Homelike Atmosphere
- Attractive Private & Semi-Private Rooms
- Quick Turnaround Time
- Personalized Attention
- Generous Common Areas
- Access to Campus Amenities
- Delicious Dining
- Religious Services
- Activities & Programming
- Salon Services
- Resident Trust Fund
- Unlimited Visitation — Pets, too!
- Phone, Cable and Wireless Internet

Kresse Rehabilitation Center is located on the beautiful grounds of Chelsea Retirement Community, an independent and assisted living community in Chelsea, Michigan that offers its residents superior amenities and a full continuum of care. From short-term and long-term medical, nursing and rehabilitation needs, the beautiful Kresse Rehabilitation Center features excellent services from a top-notch staff of medical and therapeutic professionals. At Kresse, we focus on giving all residents the personalized care that gets them back on their feet and home as quickly as possible. From comfortable rooms to delicious dining, our residents progress to reach their individual goals in a compassionate, caring environment.

**The Kresge Difference**

The Kresge Difference is the sincere attention to detail that our employees provide each valued resident. We treat each individual the way we would want to be treated—with dignity, respect and compassion. We view each of our residents as unique, with individual needs and preferences. From the top of our organization to every member of our team, we care about the individual needs of every person that is entrusted into our care. We are proud of the qualities that make us different:

- Average Length of Stay is Approximately Two Weeks for Short-Term Rehabilitation Residents
- Medical & Therapy Professionals
- Excellent Staffing
- Superior Customer Service & Satisfaction
- Frequent Collaboration & Close Relationships with all Surrounding Hospitals
- Dedicated Physicians
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Compassion. Care. Commitment.
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